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VIDEOS FOR A MAGICAL FINALE OF
BRANCO STOYSIN’S RECITALS

Here are the links for the special three tunes and the 
beautiful natural world video projects, that form a magical 

finale of Branco’s solo-guitar recitals.

PLEASE NOTE: As these videos are solely for Branco’s live recital performances, 
and will not be released to public in this form, the videos are unlisted and solely 
for promotional purposes, and to prevent misuse, the solid text overlay and 
humming noise have been added. Needless to say, that for his live shows the 
videos are pristine and without overlay text and noise. All the original 
photographs and videos (nearly 200 images), and nature sounds are all from 
South and South East England and London. These tunes/videos projects took 
him five years, each, to complete! (And, with nil CO2 footprint ☺ ) 

So, how this works? > At the end of Branco’s recitals, he sits and play the 
three final tunes live on his guitar, in a perfect sync and harmony with the 
videos, whilst they are being screened at a venue*, all looking and sounding as 
in these promotional videos. This is to be seen and herd to be believed.
*If a video screening facility is not available at a venue (even a decent size flat 
TV with an USB would do) then Branco still performs these three tunes as 
audio versions, his live guitar performance with all the natures sounds, as in 
the videos.

The You Tube links:

ROBIN (a brand-new video about the Robin bird and the new 
tune, from the new album Whispers From The Sun):

https://youtu.be/yc_lHt4Xe60

INTERLUDE WITH BIRDS (newly updated video about the 
birds, and the tune from Branco’s 2018 album, Above The 
Clouds):

https://youtu.be/uzjateP0tNE

AFTER ALL, PEACE WILL COME (a brand-new video about the 
landscape and a new version of the tune, from the new album 
Whispers From The Sun):

https://youtu.be/WbW7OZBTU10

The link for the promo-video for the new album 
Whispers From The Sun:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNDCA-duSeU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNDCA-duSeU
https://youtu.be/WbW7OZBTU10
https://youtu.be/uzjateP0tNE
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****PRESS RELEASE**** 

the 9th solo-guitar album by Branco Stoysin
Marking 40 years of music making, 30 years of living in London, and the 

25th anniversary of the Sun Recordings label
All the tunes composed by B.Stoysin except the track No 6, a Serbian trad. folk love song, arr. B. Stoysin

It was the first and the only true “lockdown”, when all the land and air toxic traffic was 
on hold, which resulted in glorious three months of silence and uninterrupted crystal-
clear blue sky, white bright Sun on it, and clean air, all around the world, and even in 
London. During this one-off Spring time of 2020, the Mama Earth tried to show us who 
are the chief culprits, and how is supposed to be and how it can be. This was a great 
inspiration for Branco, and, from “the ashes” of C-19 virus pandemic, the new album was 

born… (Alas, it is now evident that the humanity learned absolutely nothing from these three months!) 

As Branco’s motto always has been: “…and whispers from Sun flow into music…” The new 
album, unfailingly, delivers 10 sublime new tracks, and the album marks the 25th anniversary of 
Branco’s Sun Recordings label, that so far has produced 9 acclaimed CD albums, a live DVD and 
two music books. The total of 103 tunes, from which 78 are originals.  

On a beautiful green but Sunless island in an amazing London town, situated five meters 
from a notoriously busy, noisy, vibrating and air polluted A road of London, is the tiny Sun 
Studio where all of the music creation happens. But, in despite of all the urban grim, that 
most art/music of nowadays depict, and use as an “excuse”, on Branco’s Sunny side of 
guitar whispers from Sun flow into music… It is said that art is a mirror of society, 
and most importantly the artist’s inner self, that should be added. And 
nowadays most of the ~art~ and ~music~ is certainly either shallow, 

loud, aggressive or dark, but nevertheless, it is thriving. The thing is, what matters is 
what’s truly inside of a person, of an artist, regardless of to where they might be. But, art
and music also could and should depicts the other side, a brighter side, one that certainly 
(co)exists deep and hidden, tranquil and beautiful… the side somewhat “forgotten or lost”
or very much taken for granted.

From the sublime new solo guitar title track opener Whispers From The Sun; to a dynamic 
and intricate 4 guitars on Still, It’s Gonna Be A Sunny Day, a very first tune 
Branco has written in a London’s Brixton squat, way back in early nineties, on a 
rainy day, when at the time of finishing the tune the Sun shone on his face, hence 
the title; to a heartfelt new tune Kind In Green And Blue dedicated to Mama 
Earth; to the dexterous new solo guitar work (but sounding at least as a duet) on 
Heart Is The Bridge, written right after the NATO forces destroyed the Freedom 

Bridge in his birth town Novi Sad, during the dirty NATO aggression on Yugoslavia; to an epic 4 
guitars, a symphonic new tune Quiet (!), dedicated to his late Mum; to C'mon, Kate C'mon 
My Dear, an evocative and enthralling solo-guitar arrangement of a Serbian traditional folk love 
song; to Transition, a new two guitars marvel; to Robin, a tender new tune dedicated to our 
most beautiful, but much taken for granted, song bird; to Light Of The Nights, two guitars 
splendor depicting the quiet times when inspiration happens…; and finally, After All (Peace 
Will Come), the title says it all, a two guitars classic in a new light with amazing sounds of the 
nature.

As with all the Sun Recordings releases, the Sun inspires and shines throughout this new album, and, as 
with all the quiet and good things, will require a repeated listening for one to be fully rewarded.
This 2.5 minute promo video for the new album tells you all in the nicest and most concise way: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KNDCA-duSeU

The new album is accompanied by Branco’s beautiful natural world video projects: 
Robin, with over 50 original photographs and videos, sounds and songs of the bird; 
After All (Peace Will Come) with landscape photography and sounds of nature, and
Interlude With Birds, over 60 photographs of 33 species of birds along their sounds 
and songs. All the footage is from England. These three tunes/video projects form 
magical finale of his solo guitar recitals. Each project took 5 years to complete, depicting 

the “beautiful nature right on our doorstep” © TM B. Stoysin. 

©Sun Recordings. https://www.brancostoysin.co.uk/ …and whispers from Sun flow into music…
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